
 



  



Statistically, the letter Y constitutes just 
0.04 percent of a German text, making it 
the rarest letter after Q and X - a fitting 
metaphor for the MG Y-Type, which 
occupies only a small niche within the 
classic car scene. Then, as now, the Y, also 
known as the 1¼ Litre M.G., is an 
underrated car. With the onset of post-war 
mass motoring, the little saloon was an 
attractive choice for the family man or 
woman. 
 
On its introduction in the spring of 1947, 
the Y-Type attracted a lot of attention, not 
least because of its reasonable price of £525 
(£672 including Purchase Tax). The body 
was obviously derived from the Morris 
Eight and Ten saloons, thus sporting classic 
pre-war looks with its flowing wings, 
rearward-opening front doors and 
separately mounted, rather than faired-in, 
headlamps - a rather old-fashioned package 
even when new, or to put it more kindly, a 
contemporary classic. The modifications 
had been undertaken by a young Gerald 
Palmer in 1939; the appearance of the car 
betrayed the fact that its introduction had 
had to be delayed for seven years due to the 
hostilities. Technically, however, it was up-
to-date with its 1250 cc four-cylinder 
engine and independent front suspension by 
wishbones and coil, a first for M.G. The 
latter had been designed by a young Morris 
engineer called Alec Issigonis before the 
war; with only minor modifications, it was 
to be used in various M.G. models until the 
end of MGB production. Accurate rack and 
pinion steering was also featured. The 
"Jackall" hydraulic jack, a standard fitment, 
was a particular boon; its four hydraulically 
activated rams greatly facilitated wheel-
changing en-route - a feature M.G. 
enthusiasts had previously only seen on the 
large pre-war SVW saloons and tourers. 
This lent the specification a touch of luxury 
that was also evident in the well-appointed 
interior, which was furnished in the 
traditional British style, and the standard 
equipment, which included an adjustable 
steering column and a sliding sunroof. All 
in all, a very appealing package. The Y-
Type used the TC's well-tried XPAG 
engine, albeit with only one carburettor and 
a power output of 46 bhp. At over 3cwt 
(150 kgs) more than its sporting sibling 
with its twin-carburettor engine and 54.4 
bhp, the Y-Type could hardly be expected 
to be the ultimate sports saloon, yet, with a 
top speed of around 70 mph (115 kph), it 
was certainly competitive in the immediate 



post-war years. Compare this to the 
1946 VW "Pretzel Window" Beetle, 
whose driver had to make do with a 
1.1 litre engine and 25 hp, or a DKW 
F89 "Meisterklasse" which came 
with a 700 cc, two-stroke engine 
producing 23 hp. Maximum speed 
was 105 and 100 kph respectively. 
 
In 1948, an open four-seat tourer was 
added to the range. The YT used the 
more powerful version of the XPAG 
engine with twin carburettors and 
54.4 bhp. The tourer had been 
conceived with the export market in 
mind; it arrived to a mixed reception, 
however, as neither its looks nor its 
road holding were considered 
sporting enough for an M.G. The 
model was discontinued after two 
years; only 904 cars were produced. 
The YT was the last open tourer 
M.G. was to offer; with hindsight, a 
regrettable decision as affordable 
four-seater convertibles are few and 
far between on the classic car 
market, and the YT presents an 
alternative that has a charm of its 
own. 
 
After four years and a production run 
of 6,131 cars according to the Y-
Type Register (6,158 units according 
to McComb), the model was 
succeeded by the YB (the original 
type retrospectively being called the 
YA). While the engine remained 
unchanged, the YB was given the 
hypoid bevel rear axle and the 
Lockheed twin leading shoe brakes 
of the TD which had replaced the TC 
in January 1950 (the original Y-Type 
saloon had had to make do with the 
TC's hydraulic simplex brakes all 
round). In addition, the YB was 
given uprated shock absorbers and 
an anti-roll bar, which considerably 
improved road holding. Tyre size 
was reduced from 16" to 15". With 
the YB, M.G. now offered a sports 
saloon that, pre-war styling not-
withstanding, compared favourably 
with more upmarket rivals such as 
the Mercedes 170. 
 
The Y-Type also proved a successful 
competition model: in 1952, 1953 
and 1954, a YB won the production  



 
 
car championships in Silverstone. Without doubt, the revised Y-Type would have deserved a longer production run, 
but, due to the well-known constraints imposed on the marque, its Abingdon factory had to concentrate its efforts on 
the TD and TF, which were huge export successes and currency earners. And so the YB was discontinued in late 1953 
after only 1,301 cars had been produced. Compared to its modern successor, the badge-engineered Magnette ZA 
saloon, the Y-Type definitely looked its age. The following years saw a gradual decline of the model even in its main 
markets: the UK, the United States and Australia. More often than not, the cars met a sad fate, their engines being 
cannibalised by owners of the ever-popular T-Series. Today, the Y-Type Register lists only 326 YA, 147 YT and 139 
YB models, some of which are, however, beyond redemption. In Germany, seven YA, two YT and six YB models are 
known within the Register, putting Germany in fifth place among the international Y-Type community! 
 
But no matter how you look at it, the fact remains that, for all its good genes (XPAG engine), attractive styling (curvy 
pre-war looks, well-appointed interior) and innovative technical detail (independent front suspension, hydraulic jack), 
the Y-Type was not a huge sales success then and remains an exotic specimen of the marque today. So why should a 
middle-aged Central European (the author was born in 1967) be so enthusiastic about this old-school niche model? 
 
Perhaps its exotic status has something to do with it. One does not tire of the Y-Type as easily as of the much more 
common "usual suspects" of the classic car scene. Above all, it is a roomy car, a decisive advantage for families. It is 
hard to think of a family classic that offers similar value for money. For a weekend tour with kit and caboodle, the Y-
Type is an ideal choice. Wherever you go, the car always generates a lot of enthusiasm, never envy. So, why (Y) not a 
Y? 
 
Finally, the question remains whether to buy a good example or undertake the restoration oneself. Good examples 
have recently been advertised for €20,000 to €30,000, though it is difficult to determine a precise market value due to 
the scarcity of the model. In 2008, the author opted for a car with "traces of heavy use" (Y 4155), which was to cause 
a wide range of emotions during its five-year frame-off restoration (many thanks to Helmut Alles, who undertook the 
engine/drivetrain overhaul). In the final stages of the restoration, it was supposedly simple components like the 
sunroof that caused a lot of hassle - though in this case, I was partly to blame as I hadn't documented things 
thoroughly enough with photos when dismantling the item! But thanks to the unstinting support of experienced British 
car specialists such as Bernd Gilles (of Krumey & Gilles, Mülheim a. d. Ruhr), wood specialists Unicum of Krefeld 
and our club experts, Kalle Borchers and Manfred Noll-Baues, my personal Y-Type story has had a happy ending. No 
hard feelings! And so all that remains for me to say is: Happy 70th Birthday, little Y-Type! 
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